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SUPPLEMENTAL PARCEL ATTACHMENT 

This form is used to separately list multiple parcels for the same application. A parcel is defined by the legal land 
description and verified with county ownership records. In order to be approved within the same application, and for no 
additional application fees, all parcels must be contiguous and owned by the same person or entity. Supporting 
evidence must be included. 

A Supplemental Parcel Attachment is in addition to an application and cannot stand alone. Each parcel requires its own 
attachment. The primary parcel of operations is included in the main application form, and is known as Parcel A.  

APPLICANT 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME 

BUSINESS/ENTITY NAME (if applicable) 

SUPPLEMENTAL PARCEL 

PARCEL ALIAS (Parcel A is primary parcel on the main application form)  
☐PARCEL B ☐PARCEL C ☐PARCEL D ☐PARCEL E ☐OTHER:

PHYSICAL ADDRESS  ☐  There is no street address for this parcel. 
The road it can be accessed from is listed instead.

CITY STATE ZIP CODE COUNTY 

LEGAL LAND DESCRIPTION  

☐  Deed or other document attached
GPS: Latitude 
XX.XXXXX 

TOTAL AREA OF PARCEL 
☐ACRE
☐SQ FTGPS: Longitude 

-YY.YYYYY

☐ I own this parcel.

☐ I rent this parcel, the owner is aware of my intentions to produce, sell, distribute or offer for sale viable hemp.

☐ This parcel is owned by the same person or entity and is contiguous to the other parcel(s) in the application.
Supporting documentation including a map showing parcel boundaries is included.

MDA 
USE 
ONLY 

REGISTRATION/PERMIT NUMBER (if applicable)
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